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CANCELLED due to COVID-19
Fall 2020: Fall VAR
Fall 2020: Karst-O-Rama, Mt. Vernon,
KY
Oct. 8-12: TAG Fall Cave-In
Nov 2020: WVCC Banquet, Lewisburg,
WV
Dec. 2020: WVACS Xmas Party
ON SCHEDULE or RESCHEDULED
Sept 18: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.
Oct 16: BRG meeting, 6:30p, Jersey
Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650 Braeburn Dr.
Salem, VA 24153.

Oct 29-31: SERA Cave Carnival,
Camp Tubb, Rock Island, TN. See
http://bit.ly/SERA2020 (Rescheduled)
Nov 20: BRG meeting. Elections!
6:30p, Jersey Lily’s Roadhouse, 1650
Braeburn Dr. Salem, VA 24153.
Spring 2021: Spring MAR/VAR at
Grand Caverns, Grottoes, VA. Hosted
by 7 Valleys Grotto and Charlottesville
Grotto. (Rescheduled)
June 28- July 2, 2021: NSS Convention, in Weed, CA. See the website:
http://nss2021.caves.org/

NOTE: There will be no
October 2020 Carbide Dump
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Treasure's Report
8/20/2020
The September 18, 2020 meeting of
the Blue Ridge Grotto will be held at:
Jersey Lily's Roadhouse 1650 Braeburn Dr, Salem, VA 24153.

Leader: Doug Feller

This will be the third physical meeting
since the pandemic, so please do not
come if you are feeling sick. If you do
attend, please adhere to social distancing and use a face mask when appropriate. There is no planned program.

Requirements: Horizontal trip. Basic
caving gear. Beginner cave trip.

Date & Time: Saturday, September 19,
2020. Meet at the Hanging Rock Orange Market at 8:30 am.

BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
https://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.
NSS
Membership:
Would you like to join
or renew with the NSS?
See this link for details.

Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com

This is a small horizontal easy cave
near the Greenbrier River. It is a dry
cave, but has a lot of crawling.
Lost Cave is 3736 feet long and was
mapped by Bill Balfour and the Greenbrier Grotto in the Late Pleistocene.
See the article on Lost Cave on page
65 for more details and a map.

and Subscribers may not hold office.)
BRG Meeting Room: Does BRG
wish to reserve the banquet room at Jersey Lily’s for 2021?
• If so, we need to make the reservations now.
• If no, then where will BRG meet?

BRG Christmas Party: Does BRG
wish to have a Christmas Party this
year? If YES, then when and where?

Eleven members and guests attended
the August 21, 2020 BRG in-person
meeting at Jersey Lily’s in Salem, VA..

Outdoor Grotto meeting: The Guldens have offered to host a grotto meeting outside at their place when things
cool down. Perhaps in October or November.

There was no ZOOM meeting. There
were no membership proposals. Newest
BRG member Brandon Phibbs paid his
dues. Former BRG member Kevin M.
Johnson reappeared after several decades of absence.

• Do you want to help BRG by serving as an officer?
• Or will the current slate continue
to play “musical chairs”?
• To hold a BRG office, you must be
a current, paid-up member of both
BRG and the NSS. (i.e., a Regular
BRG Member. Associate Members

$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 133.87
$2,969.45
$3,103.32

Limits: 10 cavers.

Grotto Christmas Cards: Please
think of design ideas for the BRG
Christmas Cards to landowners. One
idea was to use Nick Socky’s gypsum
bush that was on the cover of the Carbide Dump (Oct/Nov 2019, V54, #10).

BRG Grotto Nominations: Grotto
Nominations are in October. Elections
are in November.

Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

The program was Dave Socky’s video
‘Connecting Caves’ which won Best of
Show in the NSS Video Salon.
Know of a potential caver? Bring them
to a BRG meeting, sponsor them on a
BRG activity, do lots of fun things with
the best cavers around ~

Cave Softly and Safely

Long Cave Lists

maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm

In Memory
Brian Williams’ dad, Zeke Williams,
passed away August 1, 2020. Zeke
was quite the outdoorsman! BRG
members signed a sympathy card that
was sent to Brian. Our thoughts and
prayers are with you and your family,
Brian.

Updates
Welcome!
Brandon Phibbs NSS # 69665
1593 Freestone Valley Rd
Tannersville, VA 24377
lillrocker_3000@hotmail.com
h/ 276-706-2333
New Email:
Kelsea Johnson
johnson.kelsea@gmail.com
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Flower Pot Cave,
WV is closed
Earl Suitor
(Posted by Chris Long in TRA Workweekenders on Facebook - August 2020)
A fellow caver knows I've done Flowerpot many times (as recently as last fall).
He called Harper's Store (the access
point) to see about access and they said
the cave is closed so he asked me if I
knew anything. I checked with the curator of the online VAR Limited Access
Cave List, Bill Blase, and he didn't know
anything. So I called Harper's Store to
seek additional information and they said
Mr. Harper passed away in February and
Flowerpot Cave is permanently closed.
When I asked if they could provide any
information on the current landowners so
that representatives from the caver community could contact them to discuss
possible future access she responded, “I
can assure you that the closure is permanent.”

Burnholt Cave, WV
gated and managed
by WVCC
From WVACS Facebook: Aug 2020
Many cavers helped with the Burnholt
Cave gating project on 8/30/2020! The
gating project was organized by Carroll
Bassett and implemented by members of
WVACS. Now managed by the WVCC,
Burnholt Cave, WV is a multilevel
stream cave with approximately 1700 ft
of cave, with more leads to push! There
is a formation gallery in the front and
nasty stream passage in the back - fun all
around!

USFS Management
Plan: Monongahela
Forest, WV
Bru Randall - August 2020
There was an article in the August 25,
2020 edition of the Grant County Press
(Petersburg, WV) concerning the development of a climbing management plan
for the Spruce Knob-Seneca Rocks National Recreation Area of the Monongahela National Forest. The link below
goes to the Forest Service webpage on
the plan and how you may be involved

in shaping the plan. The article addresses the development of the plan for areas
that include Seneca Rocks, Smoke Hole
Canyon, and Reeds Creek.
Click here for link to the Management
plan.

(Email was sent out to a diverse group.
Some may be climbers that use these
areas and want to protect access and
others are involved with various aspects
of rescue and emergency services.)

Simmons Mingo
Cave, WV access
change
Hunter Campbell - Sept 1, 2020
The owner of the historic entrance to
Simmons Mingo Cave says “go straight
to the cave now instead of checking in at
Bob Bright's”. They don't want to expose
Bob to Covid-19. The gate is normally
dummy locked but if you can't get
around the gate there's now a place to
park along the road past the last house. 3
cars can easily fit in the spot.
Also, the owner said he was contemplating closing the cave because of all the
trash he has found there recently. I'm
assuming that it's mostly from bear hunters but if you see trash grab it so we can
keep the owner happy.

Clark’s Cave, Bath
County, VA is open
Rich Geisler - August 6, 2020
Clark's Cave near Millboro Springs in
Bath County, Virginia is open for responsible caving. There is no longer any
requirement to sign in at the owner's
house. There is a mailbox with ‘sign in/
out’ book installed near the monument at
the parking area. Rappel in to entrance
#3 then ascend back out is the only
access open to cavers. (You cannot
walk to the cave via the bottom of the
cliff anymore.) Four-wheel drive recommended to access the parking area. Parking is accessed by a primitive
lane headed north along the fence and
before you reach the barn at the top of
the hill. Do not use the old parking area
beyond the barn. It is closed. Please
direct questions or comments to Larry
Hart at lhartva@gmail.com or text to
804-310-0006.
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Balcony Sink
bought by SCCi
Bill Stringfellow
8/27/2020 - The Southeastern Cave Conservancy, Inc., is proud to announce the
acquisition of its 33rd preserve – the
iconic Balcony Sink also known as Falling Cave. Balcony Sink is arguably one
of the top 10 classic pits in the Tennessee/Alabama/Georgia (TAG) region of
the United States, and one that has been
closed to most cavers for decades.
Like SCCi’s Valhalla, Balcony Sink is
much larger at the bottom than the top
with a pit depth of 135 feet. Beyond the
pit is a half-mile passage including a
second 34 foot drop. With its large dramatic entrance and active waterfall, Balcony Sink is one of the most beautiful
and bio dense caves in Alabama. In addition to Balcony Sink, Water Pipe Cave is
a Pennington spring cave located 70 feet
above Balcony Sink and is 735 feet long.

The acquisition includes 9 acres surrounding the cave entrance and a 50-foot
wide trail leading to the cave from the
main road for a total of 12 acres. This
acquisition required quick action by the
SCCi Board of Directors. Because of the
urgency of the opportunity, SCCi has
placed this purchase on short-term credit. We need your help to support this
once-in-a-century acquisition.
Click here to support this once in a lifetime acquisition.
Click here to buy an honorary piece of
this TAG classic:
SCCi is currently preparing the preserve
for visitation.
For more information on this and SCCi’s
other recent acquisitions click here.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
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By
(Reprinted with permission from the
West Virginia Caver)
As reported in the June West Virginia
Caver, the West Virginia Cave Conservancy (WVCC) has purchased Lost Cave
in southwestern Greenbrier County.

Lost Cave is on the West Virginia Significant Cave List for biology, aesthetics, geology, history, hydrology, paleontology, length, and recreation. This list
is maintained by the West Virginia Speleological Survey.
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Great Savannah Cave System - McClungs Cave, WV
A push toward Ludington Cave
August 13, 2020 by
Participants: Survey team: David
Socky, Eric Steinberg, and Ann Hunter.
Push team: Nick Socky, Alex Faunce,
and Nikki Fox.
Objective: Continue survey in the lead
that has the potential to connect to Ludingtons, plus dig through rumored breakdown as necessary
The plan for this mid-week trip included
two teams. One team would push and
survey into the lead that supposedly connects to Ludingtons Cave. This was the
lead that was surveyed and pushed a
little two weeks ago, on Aug 1, as the
ROB survey. The other team would start
at the end of the ROB survey and tie into
the push team.
The survey team included Ann Hunter,
Eric Steinberg, and Dave Socky. Dave
did sketch while Eric was point and back
sights and Ann was front sights. The
push team was Nick Socky, Alex
Faunce, and Nikki Fox.
We entered the historic entrance to

Nikki Fox in crawl before breakdown collapse - photo by Dave Socky

McClungs at 11:40am on a cloudy
Thursday morning. The trip to the 30foot drop was uneventful, taking just a
little under two hours. We had a snack at
this point, plus shared a birthday twinkie
with Nick for his birthday. Nikki took
photos.
The rappel down the 30-foot drop was
easy and quick. At the bottom, a large
intersection passage, we dropped our
gear and headed north up large walking
passage. A half hour later we reached
the spot where we needed to get warmer
clothes on and setup for the survey. Nick
and team headed on into the cave to find
the supposed breakdown room that the
old map showed a couple of hundred
feet further in.
Our survey started at ROB28
(incorrectly marked as ROB27 in the
cave) where the route forward took a
sharp right-hand turn through a short
tight crawl. But the passage itself was 25
feet wide, but too low to get through
except for the crawl to the right. There
was floor to ceiling breakdown in the
south east side of the passage that was
the left wall of the crawl.

Ann Hunter on way to dig.
Photo by Nick Socky

The passage got a little taller after 20
feet where a stream bubbled out of the
mud on the right and flowed into the
wall of the passage to the north west. It
was way too low to follow the water
(when we got back after the survey, the
water flow of this short stream had over
doubled in flow and had become very

muddy. We figured it had rained a lot
outside to cause such a drastic increase
in flow).
At WAR2, the passage narrowed, but
got to be walking height and turned to
the north east. A lead to the right (east)
at WAR3 led to a nice sized room, but it
was not investigated or surveyed because the goal was to get to the dig. Further in, there was a natural bridge between WAR7 and WAR8 which was
easy enough to duck under. The floor
was dirt, cobble, and bedrock. Once past
WAR5 there was no water, not even
pools, but a little bit of mud. Then there
was a very small trickle stream between
WAR10 and WAR11 (flow was from
WAR11 to WAR10), but the passage
was dry after that.
The cave was pretty straight, to the north
east, except for a 20-foot jog to the east
between WAR16 and WAR17. Between
WAR12 and WAR13, the passage
turned into a low crawl, about 1.5 feet,
but then opened back up to a hands and
knees crawl. Just after WAR17 was a 6foot-long by 3-foot-wide hole in the
floor which allowed one to sit up comfortably, since the general passage
height here was around 3 feet. There was
a lead out of the bottom of this hole on
the left (north west) that was too tight.
At this point, we were only 30 feet from
the dig face. The passage devolved into
(Continued on page 67)
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(McClungs continued from page 66)

a wide army crawl. At WAR20 was a
tight squeeze into a muddy, tiny room
which was the actual dig face. The dig
was a massive pile of breakdown, with a
pretty unstable looking ceiling. The air
was pretty strong, going into cracks and
crannies in the breakdown. You could
see holes and spaces, but certainly nothing big enough to even think of getting
through. It was pretty obvious that this
would be more of a drawn-out technical
dig than we had been hoping for.
The dig team had set off three straws
while we surveyed, and had made a little
progress, but not enough to encourage a
lot of activity this day.
The time was about 7:30pm when we
headed on out of the cave. As noted
previously, all the little streams were
noticeably higher than they had been on
the way in. Nikki took photos with her
good camera at the climb up. Nick took
some nice photos on the way out with
his new Google phone. We finally made
it to the entrance at about 10:10pm, a
good 10.5 hour trip. Luckily, it wasn’t
raining when we got out, but it was obvious that it had rained a lot while we
were in the cave.
Total Stations: 21
Total Footage: 383 Feet
Total New Footage: 383 feet
Time in Cave: 10.5 hours

Ann Hunter and Eric Steinberg
at the well casing
Photo by Dave Socky

Entrance Canyon
Photo by Nick Socky

Newberry-Banes and Buddy Penley’s connected!
From VAR List Serve
9/6/2020: We are pleased to announce
the connection of the Newberry-Banes
Cave system with Buddy Penley's Cave,
forming a combined system of at least 9
miles (15km) with 3 entrances and more
survey ongoing. This new, combined
cave should be the 7th longest cave in
Virginia.
Original survey of the caves in Skydusky Hollow began in the 1960s, with
a major resurvey of the caves undertaken in the 1980s. The connection was
made over 3 surveys from the Buddy's
side, but is a culmination of 60 years of
work.

A team of 3 VPI cavers entered the cave
at 3pm on the 5th of September, 2020,
planning to extend ongoing survey in
virgin passage with major airflow, trending towards the high "New Section" of
Newberry's at the top of the "Main Subway" domes. Climbing up through a pile
of very unstable breakdown, the team
discovered very obvious footprints
crossing a large dropped slab in what
was known as a blank space in the map.
They followed the footprints through
several hundred feet of phreatic passage
to a white-out "Loop" annotation, and
eventually found a path out to a survey
marker and properly surveyed room on

the Newberry's side. The marker was
found at 11:30pm on September 5th, and
the team exited the cave at 12:30am the
following day. The team was Jason
Delafield (VPI 458), Eric C. Landgraf
(NSS 70083), and Paul Walko (NSS
70562).
This route still has a lot of unstable rock
and is potentially dangerous. The system
is closed for bat hibernation from October 1 to May 1.
Hell Pecker Damn!
Eric C. Landgraf
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7/18: Norman Cave, WV. Participants included Doug Feller (leader),
Lauren Appel, Jeff Huffman, and Susan Burr. Susan Burr reports: Found
cave, no problem thanks to Mary Sue
finding the name of the road we had
to take off Rt. 219. We basically went
in, dropped down into the stream &
followed it downstream until we decided we had had enough. The water
levels were manageable. The most I
got wet was mid-thigh while standing
on my tippy toes! We saw a couple of
baby salamanders, a couple of adult
salamanders, most were in the water.
We also saw a couple of crayfish. A
lot of the stream passage is lined on
one side or the other with nice formations. The large waterfall, which
we took the bypass to get down, was
actually flowing nicely. We also saw
2 other small waterfalls. One we saw
as soon as we dropped down into the
stream & one was near where we decided to turn around at the 2 hour
mark. Of course it only took us a little
over 1 hour to get out. We did have a
few mishaps with all of us falling at
some point, but everyone was fine.
Overall a really good trip.
8/13: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Eric
Steinberg, and Ann Hunter on the
survey team. Nick Socky, Alex
Faunce, and Nikki Fox were the push
and dig crew. The dig crew did some
technical digging and moved some
rock, but the breakdown blockage was
more massive then thought and will
require a lot more work. However,
there was really good air flow. Because of the work required from the
McClungs side, the next push will be
from the Ludington side with some
small cavers to try and push through
the tight crawl. We surveyed a total of
383 feet up to the dig. It was a good
10.5 hour trip.
8/22: Dry Cave, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Greg Springer,
and Dave Knox on Team 1. Nick
Socky, Silas Springer, and Casey
Tucker\ were on Team 2. Nikki Fox,

Keely Owens, Hannah Lieffring, and
Corey Hackley were on team 3. We
went back to where we left off two
weeks ago on 8/8. Nick and team picked
up the lower level of what we were doing at DTA15. Nikki and crew continued the upper levels where they had left
off two weeks again (above the Nick-InTime). There were a number of leads,
but unfortunately all the upper level
leads ended. We were able to find a
downclimb which allowed us to tie into
Nick’s team in the lower level. We
could hear them surveying down below
for a long time before we actually tied
in. Their leads all died too, except for
one crawl through breakdown that goes,
but is really tight. Nikki’s team got
around 400 feet of survey done and left
plenty of leads. While surveying we
could hear a large waterfall up ahead,
but couldn’t find a way to get to it.
Nick’s lead could very possibly get to
the waterfall. It is surmised that the water may be the main Dry stream, which
would be really good if we could find it.
Our team surveyed 361 feet for the day.
It was a really long 15-hour trip.
8/27: Undisclosed Cave, VA. Participants included David Socky, Bob Alderson, Mark Minton, and Yvonne Droms.
We went back to the Airy Acclivity bolt
climb that had been started on July 23.
While Mark climbed and Vonnie belayed, Bob and I dug at a lead that was
just down the passage from the bolt
climb. We hand dug for a long time and
then did some technical digging. After
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clearing rock away, we could squeeze
in a have a peek. Well, it didn't look
good. mud fill and a narrow 2" wide
by 7" high mini canyon winding away
around a corner. And there was no air,
so we gave up. Mark's bolt climb
looks good, but more climbing will be
necessary to get up into the high canyon. We will be back. We got out at
8:30pm to a light rain. It was a fun
and easy trip of 9 hours.
9/3: Windy Mouth, WV. Participants
included David Socky, Nicky Socky,
and Nikki Fox. The plan was to go up
E survey, climb the waterfall (a 30
foot climb with a rebelay), and then
continue down the Grabby Crawl, and
then the Nasty Crawl until we got to a
really good dig with air. There looks
to be going passage beyond. After
some tight crawly stuff, we got to the
supposed 'tight spot', which really
wasn't since there was a by-pass at the
stream. But there was a lead! We decided it should be surveyed. It went
for several hundred feet until tying
back into the main stream. At this
point, it was close to 4pm. Since it
was late, we decided not to do the
climb, but there were some leads we
could work on. A little bit of mud,
mostly smallish stuff, but we didn't
have to lay in the water. Nikki
climbed the rope for photos, and then
we headed out. We got to the entrance
just a bit before 9pm. We actually got
463 feet of survey done on a nice 9
hour trip.
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Nikki Fox in gloppy mud in Windy Mouth. Photo by Nick Socky

Nikki Fox climbing up the ‘E’ dome
in Windy Mouth.
Photo by Nick Socky

Dancing Gypsum in Dry Cave. Photo by Nick Socky

Mark Minton in undisclosed cave. Photo by Dave Socky

Dave Knox in floorless canyon
above Bobcat Creek in Dry Cave.
Photo by Dave Socky

